When I first heard jazz, I was the first to say—that it would
not last very long. I never dreamed that it was
here to stay—I realize that I was wrong. No matter
where you go, it is all the rage. That's a fact you must admit, for we are

living in a real jazz age. It's the pep that makes a hit!

Refrain (in jazzy swing)

Pep it up! You mustn't hesitate. Loosen up!

You've got to syncopate. Jazz is King today.
Ev'rywhere you go they're doing it, It's in the air,
Step out and do your bit, Jazz is here to stay.
Snap it up!
the rhythm takes you in a syncopated jag,
Wrap it up!
go with 'em, never let your interest in jazz lag.

Cuddle up! snap it up! pep it up and

step! It's the hot, hot, hot, hot, hot, hot, Dick-ity

Dog. Dog.